Road builders can create hazards for loggers & cutters

Road builders are the first ones into a logging unit. Without proper planning, they can create hazards for the next phase in the harvest operations. **Don’t leave hazards for those working behind you!**

- **Do not stack material against standing timber**
- **End haul material to a spoil area when it can’t be safely stacked**
- **Ground all hazards**

Root wads and debris pushed against standing timber.  
Root wads left over hillside against standing timber.  
Tree pushed into standing timber by a dozer.

**Unnecessary hazards for hand fallers!**

WAC 296-54-533 (6) Trees or snags that may fall into the road must be fell. (7) Root wads, logs, and other unstable debris must not be placed against standing timber or otherwise placed so as to create a hazard for timber falling or other logging operations.